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To whom it may concerned,
I am taking great pleasure in writing this letter of recommendation for
Hereditary Genetics: Current Research. As an editor of this journal, I am
writing the recommendation with great sincerity and strongly
recommend this journal to be indexed in PubMed Central.
Hereditary Genetics: Current Research-open access gives a worldwide
audience, larger than that of any subscription-based journal, barrier-free
access to research on Hereditary genetics. Furthermore, Hereditary
genetics offers increased convenience, reach, and retrieval power, thus
improving the visibility and impact of its published work. Hereditary
genetics - open access eliminates the need for permissions to reproduce
and distribute content, which increases the availability of these key
resources. Hereditary genetics and OMICS Publishing Group are ardent
about Open Access and strongly believe that removing barriers to
accessing research published online will greatly aid to the progress of
research within scientific and technical disciplines.
The editorial board members and journal staff have worked very hard for
the journal to establish its high professional standing and there by
recommending this journal to be indexed in PubMed.

The journal includes a wide range of fields in its discipline to create a
platform for the authors to make their contribution towards the journal
and the editorial office promises a peer review process for the submitted
manuscripts for the quality of publishing. Journal staff and editorial
board members have worked very hard for the journal to establish its
high professional standing and reputation.

Hereditary Genetics: Current Research is an Open Access journal. It aims
to publish most reliable and complete source of information on the
discoveries and current developments in the mode of original articles,
reviews, case reports, short communications, etc. in all areas of the field
and making them freely available through online without any restrictions
or any other subscriptions to researchers worldwide. Abstracts and full
texts (HTML, PDF, XML format Digital Article and Audio Version) of all
articles published by HCR are freely accessible to everyone immediately
after publication.

I am firmly convinced that Hereditary Genetics: Current Research should
be indexed in PubMed Central. Your favorable consideration of this
admission will be highly appreciated.

Truly, yours

Dr. Juan Ren
July 8, 2013

